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Leaders from the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) who met in late
September in Washington for their joint annual assemblies say economic recovery is noticeable
throughout Latin America. Among other things, the institutions predict positive, although moderate
growth rates for this year, a general drop in the consumer price index in most countries, and hefty
net foreign investment flows into the region. Still, World Bank and IMF stress that production
must increase more to fully recuperate from the crisis of the 1980's, and above all, income must be
more equitably distributed to alleviate mushrooming poverty. "For the third year in a row, Latin
America and the Caribbean have ceased to be included as emergency items on the agendas of our
annual meetings, although with few exceptions, the situation in most of the region's countries is still
fragile," said Shahid Husain, the World Bank's vice president for Latin America and the Caribbean.
According to the latest IMF and World Bank predictions based on first semester economic activity,
the regional GDP should grow in 1993 by 3.4%, and probably expand slightly to 3.5% next year.
Although only a slight increase over the 3% growth registered in 1992, those institutions emphasize
that in sharp contrast to the 1980's annual growth rates are now consistently positive. In fact, even
the modest growth expected this year is considered a major achievement given the recession in the
advanced industrialized countries and the declining world market prices for most regional exports.
Moreover, IMF and World Bank spokespersons largely blame sluggish regional growth on Brazil,
whose US$450 billion economy accounts for about 40% of the Latin American economy. Brazil's
GDP fell 1% in 1992, although this year it is expected to rebound somewhat (see Chronicle 09/02/93).
IMF economists estimate that if Brazil is excluded from regional GDP estimates, region-wide
growth this year would increase by nearly 5%. "As long as Brazil does not grow more in line with
its economic potential, it will be a burden for all the rest of Latin America," said Michel Camdessus,
the IMF's executive director. Meanwhile, the multilateral institutions say most Latin American
economies are now much more stable, with the majority of countries reporting relatively moderate
inflation this year. Only Brazil continues to suffer from hyperinflation, with the consumer price
index expected to climb to about 2,000% by year-end. According to the UN's Economic Commission
for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), if Brazil is excluded, region-wide inflation for 1993
should drop to about 19%, down from 22% in 1992. ECLAC's latest report released in late September
during the IMF and World Bank assemblies particularly praises Argentina's price stability, where
President Carlos Menem's government managed to reduce inflation from 800% in 1990 to below
20% in 1992. As of August, accumulated inflation for the previous 12 months (September 1992August 1993) was running at 9%, compared to 17.7% at the end of August 1992. ECLAC also reports
significant improvement in six other nations. In Ecuador, annual inflation this year is running at
below 30%, compared to 60% in 1992. In Peru, accumulated inflation by year-end should drop from
57% to about 40%, and in Uruguay it should fall from 59% to below 54%. In Bolivia, Colombia, and
Costa Rica, accumulated annual inflation for the 12-month period up to August of this year fell
from 10% to 8%, 27% to 21%, and 17% to 10%, respectively, compared to the same time period in
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1992. Greater stability combined with efforts by most regional countries to reduce state intervention
in the economy has in turn encouraged much more domestic and foreign private investment
since 1990. This year, net foreign investment should total more than US$50 billion, according to
the World Bank. Foreign capital inflows totalled US$41 billion in 1991 and US$57 billion in 1992,
bringing annual average foreign investment for the past three years to nearly US$50 billion, about
eight times more than the annual average registered from 1983 to 1989. Nevertheless, while the
region has now clearly pulled out of the crisis of the 1980's commonly known as the "lost decade"
in Latin America the multilateral institutions warn that full economic recovery is still a long way
off. Economists say growth rates must increase much more to recover the production levels which
the region enjoyed in the 1970's, before the debt crisis gripped the hemisphere. "Annual growth
of about 3% as we now have will not permit any major economic improvements, even if it has
stopped the economic decline," said ECLAC's secretary general, Gert Rosenthal. "It is still a very
concerning panorama, because we are talking about a region where 45% of the population lives in
poverty, with few prospects for improvement. Among other things, such mediocre achievements
indicate that Latin American economies are incapable of generating enough jobs to absorb the
economically active population, which in turn means greater unemployment levels, a swelling
of the informal sector, and more poverty. If annual growth rates were to climb above 5%, then
there could at least be some modest improvement in social conditions." According to IMF director
Camdessus, after Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean has the second lowest growth rate in
the world compared to other developing regions. Asia as a region, for example, will grow by about
8.7% in 1993, and above 7% in 1994, according to the IMF. "I think Latin America could and should
grow at a much faster pace, although for that to happen, the structural reforms applied throughout
the region must be consolidated, and more economic incentives applied to stimulate growth,"
said Camdessus. One explanation for the low growth levels is that much of the foreign capital now
pouring into the region has not been channelled into productive activities. Rather, many foreign and
domestic businesses are either buying up lucrative bonds now offered throughout Latin America,
or depositing their funds in domestic bank accounts, since most regional governments have taken
advantage of the record low interest rates in the advanced industrialized countries by offering
highly-profitable returns on local financial investments to attract capital. Just in the first semester
of 1993, foreign investors purchased US$10.7 billion in bonds throughout the region, which ECLAC
says is more than the total value of bonds sold during all of 1992. Mexico is the leader, with that
country alone attracting about 50% of financial investments in the first half of this year. Brazil is the
runner up, accounting for about 30%, followed by Argentina, Colombia, Chile, and Uruguay. But
the multilateral institutions warn that such investments bring only short-term benefits to the region
while representing an even greater financial burden for Latin American countries in the long term.
Largely as a result of such financial transactions, ECLAC estimates that the region's total foreign
debt will grow by between 5% and 6% this year, the highest annual expansion of the debt since 1987.
Moreover, such capital inflows further distort the region's long-term financial imbalances, artificially
lowering exchange rates, increasing demand for imports, and reducing incentives for exports.
"Although it seems crazy, the huge inflow of foreign capital is creating problems," said the IMF's
Camdessus. "It is essential to take measures to channel that capital toward productive investments."
Enrique Iglesias, president of the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) who participated in the
IMF and World Bank assemblies, stressed that regional governments must foment domestic savings
to finance productive investments in the medium to long term, since much of the foreign capital now
entering the region could be withdrawn again as quickly as it came in. "Only about a third of the
foreign capital flowing into the region is in direct productive investment, with the rest representing
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a very speculative response to the high interest rates offered," said Iglesias. "This demonstrates
the urgency of increasing domestic savings, because such capital inflows will not last forever. If we
don't increase savings now we could face a new cycle of economic shock and imbalances later on."
Still, even if growth rates were to increase throughout the region, the multilateral organizations
warn that local governments must take concrete steps to more equitably distribute income, since
greater output alone is not enough to alleviate mushrooming poverty in Latin America. A new study
by the World Bank shows that the gap between rich and poor dramatically increased as a result
of the economic crisis in the 1980's. The report made public during the annual assembly shows
that the poorest 20% of the population in Latin America and the Caribbean now receives 4% of the
income. At the opposite extreme, the richest 10% receives between 42% and 43% of income. "Latin
America's history in terms of social indicators is simply embarrassing," said Sebastian Edwards, the
World Bank's chief economist for Latin America who headed the investigation. "It is the only region
where the distribution of income has gotten worse year by year since 1950. In 1980 it was already the
area with the most unequal income distribution in the world, and the debt crisis greatly worsened
that situation." In fact, deteriorating social conditions in the region inspired impassioned appeals
by Latin American leaders for greater foreign assistance for social programs. "It is crucial that the
flow of resources be increased immediately, on concessionary terms, for the developing countries,"
said Bolivia's Minister of Planning and Coordination, Fernando Illanes, who represented the Latin
American delegation at the assembly. "Widespread poverty and inequality in the distribution
of wealth in Latin American countries are capable of generating profound social conflicts, which
could in turn usher in a new period of economic and political instability throughout the region.
We will have wasted all the sacrifices it took to reform our economies if we don't face the tasks
at hand by carrying out radical social transformations." For their part, the multilateral lending
institutions promised to channel a greater percentage of annual assistance to Latin America into
social development programs, not just to alleviate poverty, but to increase educational standards
and technical capacity to make the work force more productive. According to World Bank leaders,
65% of that institution's loans to Latin America in 1992 financed programs to improve human
resources, protect the environment, increase agricultural output, and upgrade infrastructure. Those
areas will continue to be priorities, but greater emphasis will now be placed on education, nutrition,
and health programs. "The only way to truly attack social problems is by making these economies
grow much more, but that is a long term solution," said World Bank economist Sebastian Edwards.
"In the meantime, there must be immediate remedies to alleviate extreme poverty throughout
the region." (Sources: CEPAL News (UN-ECLAC), September 1993; Notimex, 08/05/93, 08/15/93,
08/16/93, 09/01/93, 09/20/93; Spanish news service EFE, 09/16/93, 09/20/93, 09/23/93, 09/25/93,
09/29/93, 09/30/93; Deutsche Press Agentur, 09/30/93; Agence France-Presse, 08/05/93, 09/15/93,
09/22/93, 09/25/93, 09/26/93, 09/30/93, 10/01/93, 10/05/93)
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